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ABSTRACT
We report chemical abundances of 14 young α-rich stars including neutron-capture elements based on high-quality
optical spectra from HIRES/Keck I and differential line-by-line analysis. From the comparison of the abundance
patterns of young α-rich stars to those of nearby bright red giants with a similar metallicity range (−0.7 < [Fe/H] <
−0.2), we confirm their high α-element abundances reported by previous studies based on near-infrared spectroscopy.
We reveal for the first time low abundances of s-process elements and high abundances of r-process elements. All
the abundances are consistent with those seen in typical α-rich population of the Galactic disk, and no abundance
anomalies are found except for Li-enhancement in one object previously reported and mild enhancement of Na in two
stars. In particular, the lack of s-process enhancement excludes the hypothesis that mass transfer from asymptotic
giant branch stars plays an important role in the formation of young α-rich stars. The high frequency of radial velocity
variation (more than 50%) is also confirmed. We argue that mass transfer from low-mass red giants is the likely
dominant formation mechanism for young α-rich stars.
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21. INTRODUCTION
Despite the importance of stellar ages in astrophysics,
their determination has been difficult in many cases (for
review, see Soderblom 2010). Recent space telescopes
have revolutionized this situation by providing precise
long term light curves of red giants. Fourier transform
of the light curves enables us to measure the oscillation
of stars, which reflect fundamental properties of stars
including stellar mass. This approach is called astero-
seismology (Aerts et al. 2010). Thanks to CoRoT and
Kepler observations, masses of a large number of red gi-
ants are estimated for the first time, which can then be
converted to stellar ages through stellar evolution mod-
els (e.g., Chaplin et al. 2011; Miglio et al. 2013).
Martig et al. (2015) and Chiappini et al. (2015) com-
bined these asteroseismic ages with a large spectroscopic
survey, Apache Point Observatory Galactic Evolution
Experiment (APOGEE; Majewski et al. 2017) within
the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000),
and found a small and unexpected population in the
Galactic disk, so-called young α-rich stars that have
high [α/Fe] and masses of about 1.5 M. A majority of
stars in the Galactic disk show a clear age-[α/Fe] trend,
such that older stars have higher [α/Fe]. This tendency
is well explained by simple galactic chemical evolution
models, in which delayed enrichment of Fe by type Ia
supernovae lowers the [α/Fe] ratio as time passes (e.g.,
Tinsley 1979; Matteucci & Greggio 1986). The property
of young α-rich stars is contrary to this tendency: they
have high [α/Fe], but are estimated to be young from
asteroseismology. The fraction of such stars is estimated
to be ∼ 6 % among the α-rich population (Martig et al.
2015).
One possible explanation for young α-rich stars is
that their masses do not reflect ages but are affected
by mass acquisition events after star formation (evolved
blue straggler scenario, Martig et al. 2015; Chiappini
et al. 2015; Yong et al. 2016; Jofre´ et al. 2016; Izzard
et al. 2018). The basic idea is that these young α-rich
stars are evolved counterparts of blue stragglers, which
can usually be identified as a minor component of stars
in stellar clusters. Blue stragglers are bluer and brighter
than turn-off stars in stellar clusters, and hence, to be
more massive than the rest of stars in the cluster. They
are considered as a result of stellar merger or mass trans-
fer in binary systems (McCrea 1964; Hills & Day 1976).
Another explanation is that young α-rich stars are
formed in a special place in the Galaxy, such as the end
point of the Galactic bar (peculiar formation site sce-
nario). Chiappini et al. (2015) found that young α-rich
stars are preferentially found in the inner region of the
Galaxy and with distinct kinematics from other α-rich
stars. Although Martig et al. (2015) could not confirm
these findings, they showed that the fraction of young
α-rich stars among α-rich stars is higher than the frac-
tion of blue stragglers in stellar clusters, which might
support peculiar formation site scenario.
Although APOGEE has provided high-resolution
(R ∼ 22500) H-band spectra, from which chemical
abundances can be derived for α-elements and iron-
group elements, detailed information of chemical abun-
dances is still limited. One of the limitations is that
we are unable to measure abundances of many neutron-
capture elements from infrared spectra. Currently only
four young α-rich stars have measurements of neutron-
capture elements from optical spectra (Yong et al. 2016;
Jofre´ et al. 2015).
An advantage of measuring neutron-capture elements
is that they are produced in different sites with differ-
ent timescales from α-elements or iron-group elements.
Therefore, they provide independent information on the
chemical enrichment history of the population of young
α-rich stars. Moreover, the signature of mass transfer
from a companion in a binary system can be seen in
the abundance pattern of neutron-capture elements in
some cases (e.g., Ba stars). Although the previously
investigated four stars do not show clear anomalies,
a correlation between Ba abundance and mass among
young α-rich stars is suggested by Yong et al. (2016).
Since the sample size is still small, further studies of
neutron-capture elements with high-precision analysis
(σ([X/Fe] . 0.1) for a larger sample are desired to in-
vestigate the possibility of s-process enhancement and
the trend with mass.
Another constraint on the origin of young α-rich stars
is obtained from variation of radial velocity, which is a
signature of the existence of a companion and supports
the evolved blue straggler scenario. While this approach
was conducted by Jofre´ et al. (2016), additional mea-
surements provide stronger constraints.
The aim of this paper is to obtain precise abundances
including neutron-capture elements from optical high-
resolution spectra. In Section 2, we describe observa-
tions and data reduction. The procedure of the abun-
dance analysis is explained in Section 3. Based on the
results presented in Section 4, we finally discuss the ori-
gin of young α-rich stars in Section 5.
2. OBSERVATION AND DATA REDUCTION
Fourteen young α-rich stars are selected from Martig
et al. (2015) and Chiappini et al. (2015). All the selected
stars have effective temperature (Teff) between 4500 K
and 5000 K according to their estimates. The narrow
range of Teff enables us to achieve high precision in de-
3Table 1. Observation log
Object 2MASS ID Exp. Time. SNR at 6000 A˚ Mass RV RV (APOGEE)
(s) (pix−1)a (M) (km s−1) (km s−1)
Young α-rich stars
CoRoT 101364068 J19281113–0020004 9000 268 1.30 ± 0.15 -49.3 -45.6
CoRoT 101665008 J19302198+0018463 9000 252 1.28 ± 0.15 0.1 -0.0
CoRoT 101748322 J19305707–0008228 3600 206 1.34 ± 0.11 20.1 11.7
KIC 10525475 J19102133+4743193 900 214 1.43 ± 0.18 -44.6 -39.6
KIC 11394905 J19093999+4913392 1800 249 1.40 ± 0.18 -74.7 -75.4
KIC 11445818 J19052620+4921373 3600 363 1.49 ± 0.16 -26.9 -26.5
KIC 11823838 J19455292+5002304 1200 180 1.57 ± 0.18 -27.0 -18.1
KIC 3455760 J19374569+3835356 1200 145 1.49 ± 0.16 -46.5 -47.6
KIC 3833399 J19024305+3854594 300 266 1.45 ± 0.17 -61.0 -62.0
KIC 4143460 J19101154+3914584 2310 229 1.58 ± 0.20 6.3 6.5
KIC 4350501 J19081716+3924583 1800 191 1.65 ± 0.20 -83.1 -83.3
KIC 5512910 J18553092+4042447 8100 169 1.66 ± 0.22 -40.4 -39.1
KIC 9269081 J19032243+4547495 2700 282 2.06 ± 0.43 -86.6 -85.8
KIC 9821622 J19083615+4641212 2700 261 1.71 ± 0.26 -5.3 -5.3
Comparison stars
2M0001+2415 J00014289+2415111 40 304 1.40 ± 0.44 -7.1 -7.2
2M0006+4053 J00062019+4053555 40 230 0.79 ± 0.23 -76.0 -75.4
2M0040+5927 J00402003+5927517 60 214 0.76 ± 0.24 -12.5 -12.4
2M0040–0421 J00404236–0421065 20 228 1.49 ± 0.44 38.0 37.3
2M0049+4104 J00491615+4104545 40 307 1.67 ± 0.54 -46.6 -46.7
2M0158+7622 J01580554+7622122 80 210 0.70 ± 0.22 -46.1 -45.8
2M0240+0253 J02404734+0253546 60 244 0.85 ± 0.27 69.1 71.8
2M0248+1817 J02483208+1817018 30 325 1.60 ± 0.48 47.1 46.7
2M0328+3548 J03284901+3548266 60 247 0.68 ± 0.21 8.7 8.1
2M0419+1416 J04194460+1416257 60 222 0.84 ± 0.25 -18.6 -19.1
2M2114+3914 J21142354+3914355 90 245 0.75 ± 0.24 -41.3 -41.4
2M2119+5303 J21194076+5303290 150 440 1.90 ± 0.59 11.1 11.2
2M2156+2109 J21563597+2109405 40 369 1.57 ± 0.50 -24.6 -24.4
2M2228+2701 J22281112+2701075 30 371 2.65 ± 0.77 -39.9 -39.6
2M2308+0207 J23084093+0207404 20 346 1.40 ± 0.41 -13.6 -25.2
2M2344+5547 J23444837+5547589 20 254 1.64 ± 0.49 5.5 6.1
aEach pixel corresponds to 1.33 km s−1.
4riving relative abundances between stars. In addition,
16 nearby bright giants in Hipparcos/APOGEE sample
of Feuillet et al. (2016) are selected as typical disk stars
to compare the abundance pattern of young α-rich stars.
The comparison sample covers similar range in Teff and
[Fe/H] as the main targets (4500 K . Teff . 5000 K,
−0.7 . [Fe/H] . −0.2). We try to include both α-
poor and α-rich disk stars in the comparison sample,
among which five result in being α-rich, though they
are inclined to be metal-rich (see results). Although
the selection does not include age, it is highly unlikely
that the comparison sample includes many young α-rich
stars given their small fraction among α-rich stars (see
Introduction).
Observations were conducted on August 7 and 8, 2016,
under good sky condition with HIRES (Vogt et al. 1994)
on Keck I telescope through the time exchanging pro-
gram between Keck and the Subaru Telescope (proposal
ID: S16B-084). We adopt the B2 setting (R ∼ 67, 000),
with the echelle angle of −0.13◦, and the red cross dis-
perser at the angle of 0.504◦. While the obtained spectra
cover from 4200 A˚ to 8750 A˚, we refrain from analysing
bluer part of the spectra than 5200 A˚ to avoid the effect
of significant line blending. The read-out of the CCD
data were conducted with the default 2× 1 binning and
in the low gain setting.
Data reduction is conducted in a standard manner us-
ing MAKEE1 version 5.2.4 including baseline subtraction,
flat fielding, aperture extraction, cosmic ray rejection,
and wavelength calibration. We then shift the spectra
to the rest frame with dopcor after measuring radial ve-
locities using fxcor in IRAF 2. The Arcturus spectrum
of Hinkle et al. (2000) is used as the reference. While
the above procedure typically gives ∼ 0.05 km s−1 as
the uncertainties, we need to take into account the ef-
fects of temperature variation in the instrument during
a night. The temperature variation can affect radial ve-
locity measurements at the level of ∼ 0.5 km s−1 (Griest
et al. 2010).
Continuum placements are carried out by creating a
continuum mask. We first run the continuum task for
the spectrum of 2M0248+1817 since it has high photon
counts and shows strongest absorption features. Con-
tinuum of the other objects are placed by fitting the
wavelength regions that are used in the continuum fit-
ting for 2M0248+1817.
1 http://www.astro.caltech.edu/%7etb/makee/
2 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Ob-
servatories, which are operated by the Association of Universi-
ties for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement
with the National Science Foundation.
Information of targets and observation is summarised
in Table 1.
3. ABUNDANCE ANALYSIS
The line data used in this study are listed in Table 2.
We also include effects of hyperfine structure splitting in
the analysis for Sc I, Sc II, V I, Mn I, Co I, Cu I, Ba II,
La II, and Eu II. Isotopic shifts are also included for Ba
and Eu, assuming the solar ratio (Asplund et al. 2009;
Rosman & Taylor 1998). Line positions and relative
strengths are taken from McWilliam (1998) for Ba II,
Ivans et al. (2006) for La II and Eu II, and Robert L.
Kurucz’s linelist3 for the others.
Equivalent widths (EWs) are measured in a consistent
manner for all the stars. We include Voigt profile for
the fitting of strong lines that have log(EW/λ) > −5.0,
where λ is the wavelength of the line center.
The subsequent analysis is based on line-by-line dif-
ferential analysis using q2 (Ramı´rez et al. 2014), which
carries out abundance calculation using MOOG (Sneden
1973). Abundances are calculated with the ATLAS9
ODFNEW model atmospheres under 1D/LTE approxi-
mation with α-enhancements (Castelli & Kurucz 2004).
Since the temperature range of our targets is narrow,
we assume departures from the 1D/LTE approxima-
tion do not significantly affect the relative scale. We
have also carried out the same analysis with ATLAS9
ODFNEW model atmospheres without α-enhancements
and obtained consistent results.
The reference star adopted in the analysis is KIC 11445818,
which has typical stellar parameters among the ob-
served stars. The stellar parameters and abundances
of this star set the absolute scale of our analysis and
need to be fixed in advance. The Teff is taken from
the calibrated APOGEE DR12 catalog. The log g is
calculated using a scaling relation of asteroseismology,
g/g = νmax/νmax,(Teff/Teff,)0.5, where log g =
4.438, νmax, = 3090µHz, andTeff, = 5777 K. The
microturbulent velocity (vt) is set to minimize the corre-
lation between reduced equivalent widths (log(EW/λ))
and abundances derived for individual neutral iron lines.
Stellar parameters of the other stars relative to
KIC 11445818 are determined through fully spectro-
scopic analysis in this paper. We first derive abundance
for each iron line. The stellar parameter determination
process is to minimize the correlation of derived abun-
dances, relative to the reference star, to line strengths
and to excitation potentials for neutral iron lines, and
the abundance difference between neutral iron lines and
singly ionized iron lines. More details can be found in
3 http://kurucz.harvard.edu/linelists.html
5Table 2. Line list, equivalent widths and FWHM
Object species wavelength χ log gf EW FWHM Reference a
(A˚) (eV) (mA˚) (A˚)
2M0001+2415 NaI 6154.225 2.102 -1.547 87.5 0.162 1
2M0001+2415 NaI 6160.747 2.102 -1.246 95.8 0.165 1
2M0001+2415 MgI 7387.689 5.753 -1.000 84.4 0.210 1
2M0001+2415 MgI 7691.553 5.753 -0.783 99.8 0.223 1
2M0001+2415 MgI 8717.815 5.933 -0.930 82.9 0.274 2
2M0001+2415 AlI 5557.059 3.143 -2.371 30.5 0.182 3
Portion of the table is shown.
a 1: Kelleher & Podobedova (2008a), 2: Pehlivan Rhodin et al. (2017), 3: Kelleher &
Podobedova (2008b), 4: Kelleher & Podobedova (2008c), 5: Nandy et al. (2012), 6:
Smith & Raggett (1981), 7: Smith (1988), 8: Aldenius et al. (2009), 9: Lawler & Dakin
(1989), 10: Lawler et al. (2013), 11: Wood et al. (2013), 12: Lawler et al. (2014), 13:
Sobeck et al. (2007), 14: Lawler et al. (2017), 15: Booth et al. (1984), 16: Den Hartog
et al. (2011), 17: Ruffoni et al. (2014), 18: Bard et al. (1991), 19: Bard & Kock (1994),
20: O’Brian et al. (1991), 21: Blackwell et al. (1979), 22: Blackwell et al. (1980), 23:
Blackwell et al. (1982a), 24: Blackwell et al. (1982b), 25: Blackwell et al. (1986), 26:
Mele´ndez & Barbuy (2009), 27: Lawler et al. (2015), 28: Wood et al. (2014), 29: Kock
& Richter (1968), 30: Hannaford et al. (1982), 31: Klose et al. (2002), 32: Lawler et al.
(2001a), 33: Lawler et al. (2009), 34: Den Hartog et al. (2003), 35: Lawler et al. (2001b).
Appendix. Results with uncertainties are given in Table
3.
Once the stellar parameters have been fixed, we derive
abundance of each species for a star relative to the abun-
dance for the reference star. All the relative abundances
are converted to the absolute scale using the abundance
of the reference star, KIC 11445818, which is directly
calculated using the line data listed in Table 2. Table 4
lists the absolute abundances with uncertainties. There
are two sources of uncertainties in the derived abun-
dance: one is originated from measurements of equiva-
lent widths and/or modeling of absorption lines, and the
other is from uncertainties in stellar parameters. The
former appears as the line-to-line scatter (σ) in derived
abundances and contribute to the total error as σ/
√
N ,
where N is the number of lines for the species used in
the analysis. For the species that have less than three
detectable lines and smaller line-to-line scatter than neu-
tral iron lines, we adopt σ of iron abundance from neu-
tral iron lines. The effect of uncertainties in stellar pa-
rameters is estimated by recalculating the abundances
with the stellar parameters shifted by their uncertain-
ties. In this process, we take the correlation between
parameters into account. Since Teff and log g are par-
ticularly degenerate in the process of stellar parameter
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Figure 1. Comparison of spectroscopic log g with other
methods. Averages and standard deviations of the differ-
ences are 0.06 ± 0.08 for seismic log g and 0.00 ± 0.21 for
parallax log g.
determination, the covariance is sometimes important
(Appendix).
4. RESULTS
4.1. Comparison to previous studies
4.1.1. Asteroseismology and parallax
Figure 1 compares spectroscopic log g with those from
asteroseismology and parallax.
6Table 3. Stellar parameters
Object Teff σ(Teff) log g σ(log g) vt σ(vt)
(K) (K) (dex) (dex) (km s−1) (km s−1)
2M0001+2415 4474 27 1.95 0.09 1.83 0.04
2M0006+4053 4712 39 2.67 0.09 1.74 0.04
2M0040+5927 4674 37 2.36 0.13 1.96 0.05
2M0040-0421 4561 41 1.74 0.13 1.93 0.04
2M0049+4104 4812 41 2.66 0.10 1.72 0.05
2M0158+7622 4716 42 2.60 0.10 1.55 0.05
2M0240+0253 4733 39 2.50 0.11 1.63 0.04
2M0248+1817 4440 32 1.85 0.12 1.88 0.06
2M0328+3548 4639 55 2.66 0.14 1.88 0.07
2M0419+1416 4902 52 3.30 0.14 1.62 0.07
2M2114+3914 4513 46 2.34 0.15 1.89 0.07
2M2119+5303 4764 35 2.46 0.10 1.76 0.04
2M2156+2109 4812 34 2.49 0.09 1.92 0.04
2M2228+2701 4807 31 2.27 0.11 1.79 0.04
2M2308+0207 4863 51 2.36 0.17 1.75 0.05
2M2344+5547 4883 30 2.41 0.11 1.81 0.04
CRT101364068 4618 48 2.08 0.13 1.79 0.05
CRT101665008 4706 36 2.74 0.10 1.66 0.06
CRT101748322 4736 31 2.60 0.07 1.60 0.04
KIC10525475 4764 16 2.45 0.06 1.74 0.03
KIC11394905 4854 47 2.34 0.16 1.69 0.05
KIC11445818 a 4767 · · · 2.47 · · · 1.81 · · ·
KIC11823838 4892 37 2.40 0.13 1.71 0.05
KIC3455760 4699 32 2.66 0.07 1.77 0.04
KIC3833399 4677 36 2.36 0.14 1.95 0.06
KIC4143460 4801 28 2.44 0.09 1.70 0.04
KIC4350501 4864 33 2.99 0.09 1.50 0.06
KIC5512910 4854 39 2.33 0.13 1.73 0.04
KIC9269081 4752 34 2.25 0.09 1.83 0.04
KIC9821622 4807 48 2.69 0.12 1.52 0.06
aReference star.
7Table 4. Abundances
Object Species [X/H] σ([X/H]) [X/Fe] σ([X/Fe])
2M0001+2415 FeI -0.49 0.02 · · · · · ·
2M0001+2415 FeII -0.47 0.04 · · · · · ·
2M0001+2415 NaI -0.17 0.04 0.33 0.04
2M0001+2415 MgI -0.23 0.04 0.26 0.04
2M0001+2415 AlI -0.03 0.03 0.46 0.03
Portion of the table is shown.
KIC11445818 is the reference star.
8All young α-rich stars have asteroseismic information,
which enables us to constrain log g with the precision
of ∼ 0.01 dex. The log g from asteroseismology is calcu-
lated using the following relation:
g ∝ νmaxT 0.5eff . (1)
Since we use KIC 11445818 as reference in the spectro-
scopic analysis, we derive asteroseismic log g in the scale
of this star as
log g = 2.47+log(νmax/37.05µHz)+0.5 log(Teff/4767 K).
(2)
While the comparison stars do not have asteroseismic
information, twelve of them and seven of young α-rich
stars have parallax measurements, which also provides
independent log g as
g = M/R2 ∝MT 4eff/L, (3)
where M is the mass of the star, R is the radius,
and L is the luminosity. Luminosity is estimated
from Gaia DR1/TGAS parallax (Gaia Collaboration
et al. 2016a,b), J, H, and Ks magnitudes from 2MASS
(Cutri et al. 2003), synthetic bolometric correction
(Casagrande & VandenBerg 2014), and extinction
(Green et al. 2015). For the comparison stars, we adopt
mass estimates of Feuillet et al. (2016). For the young
α-rich stars we adopt mass estimates from the scaling
relation of asteroseismology as
M ∝ ν−3max∆ν4T−1.5eff . (4)
The overall agreement is fairy good regardless of the
choice of the method. Spectroscopic and parallax-based
log g do not show any significant offsets (Figure 2), al-
though the latter has larger error. On the other hand,
asteroseismic log g gives a slightly higher value compared
to the spectroscopic method by 0.06 dex in average.
4.1.2. APOGEE
All of our stars are originally selected based on cali-
brated abundances of the APOGEE DR12 catalog. Here
we compare Teff , log g, [Fe/H], and [α/Fe] with the val-
ues in Chiappini et al. (2015), Martig et al. (2015), and
Feuillet et al. (2016). The results are shown in Figure 2.
Since we adopt Teff of the reference star obtained from
the APOGEE catalog, we expect good agreement on
average in this parameter. In fact, there is no significant
offset in Teff . The amplitude of the star-to-star scatter
is as small as expected from uncertainties of this work
and APOGEE results.
The other parameters show offsets with small disper-
sion. We now briefly address the 0.22 ± 0.05 dex (stan-
dard deviation) offset in metallicity between our study
and APOGEE results. This offset could be coupled
with the estimate of log g. Since we set the log g of the
reference star from asteroseismology, we also compare
our results with Hawkins et al. (2016), who re-analysed
APOGEE spectra of stars in the Kepler field by utilizing
asteroseismic log g constraints. The metallicity offset is
smaller (0.08 dex) between our results and Hawkins et al.
(2016) work. The reason for the smaller offset is, how-
ever, unclear since they did not find systematic offset
between their work and the calibrated APOGEE results
in their whole sample. We also tried another 1D/LTE
spectral synthesis code that is used and described in,
e.g., Aoki et al. (2009), and confirmed that the results
are unchanged.
The [α/Fe] offset of 0.13 dex is also large compared
to measurement errors. This large offset is mainly due
to our higher Si abundances than APOGEE results (see
next subsection).
4.2. α-elements
The abundances of α-elements are shown in Figure 3
and 4, with the results from Bensby et al. (2014). For
the Bensby et al. (2014) sample, we define old stars as
those older than 9 Gyr and young stars as those younger
than 7 Gyr. Since our sample and theirs differ in spec-
tral types, the absolute scale could differ. To take the
advantages of differential analysis, the [X/Fe] of Bensby
et al. (2014) is shifted by comparing the median abun-
dance of α-normal stars (see below) in our comparison
sample and young stars in Bensby et al. (2014). The
corrections are 0.06, 0.32, -0.02, and 0.03 for [Mg/Fe],
[Si/Fe], [Ca/Fe], and [Ti/Fe], respectively. The Bensby
et al. (2014) sample is binned and median values for each
bin are plotted.
We show the distributions of [X/Fe] after removing
the effect of the Galactic chemical evolution. The effect
is determined from α-normal comparison stars, using
orthogonal distance regression. In Figure 3 and sub-
sequent similar plots, the zero point of the histogram
is set to the [X/Fe] value of the chemical evolution at
[Fe/H] = −0.15 (metal-rich end of the left panel).
Overall α-enhancements of young α-rich stars com-
pared to nearby red giants are clearly confirmed from
Figure 4. We note that five stars in the comparison sam-
ple seem to have high [α/Fe] for their metallicity. These
five stars are considered as α-rich and treated separately
from the rest of α-normal comparison stars.
Trends with metallicity among the individual α-
elements are similar between our α-normal stars and
young stars in Bensby et al. (2014): [α/Fe] decreases as
metallicity increases. The [α/Fe] of old stars in Bensby
et al. (2014) are also decreasing with metallicity, but are
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Figure 2. Comparison of stellar parameters with the APOGEE DR12 catalog. The average difference and standard deviation
are shown in the top left corner of each panel. Horizontal dashed lines show 1σ ranges of the difference. Note that error bars
do not include the contribution of uncertainties in APOGEE.
systematically higher than young stars. Young α-rich
stars and α-rich comparison stars generally follow this
trend of old stars.
The α-element abundances of young α-rich stars ob-
tained in this study are consistent with the results of
Martig et al. (2015) and Chiappini et al. (2015). They
have typical abundance pattern of old thick disk stars.
4.3. Neutron-capture elements
While abundances of neutron-capture elements from
APOGEE spectra of the young α-rich stars are not yet
available, our new measurements from optical spectra
shed new light on the origin of these objects. The s-
process elements are produced mostly in the interior
of low- to intermediate-mass stars (Karakas & Lugaro
2016) with a longer time-scale of enrichment than α-
elements. The r-process elements are considered to
be efficiently synthesized by neutron star mergers (e.g.,
Wanajo et al. 2014; Drout et al. 2017). Though the time
scale of the enrichment is still uncertain, the early rise
of r-process abundances in metal-poor stars indicates
a shorter time-scale compared to that by type Ia su-
pernovae or s-process (Argast et al. 2004, see also Ishi-
maru et al. 2015; Hirai et al. 2015; Hotokezaka et al.
2018), whereas some sort of supernovae are proposed
to be another source (Nishimura et al. 2017). Recent
high-precision abundance analysis of solar twins illus-
trates this timescale difference of abundance trends of
neutron-capture elements (Spina et al. 2018).
We determine abundances of Y II, Ba II, La II, Ce
II, Nd II, and Eu II, among which the r-process has a
dominant contribution only to Eu (Sneden et al. 2008).
Their abundance distributions are shown in Figure 5.
Although Battistini & Bensby (2016) derived abun-
dances of neutron-capture elements for the sample of
Bensby et al. (2014), there are not many measurements
of neutron-capture element abundances at low metal-
licity and the measured abundances show large scatter.
Therefore, we do not include their results in figures.
The abundance ratio [X/Fe] for s-process elements in-
creases with metallicity in α-normal stars (Figure 5). On
the other hand, s-process abundances of young α-rich
stars and α-rich comparison stars are almost flat, which
results in lower s-process abundances at high metallic-
ity. This near constancy in s-process elements supports
a short time-scale for star formation as suggested from
α-elements and Fe.
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Figure 4. The [α/Fe] (mean of [Mg/Fe], [Si/Fe], [Ca/Fe],
and [Ti/Fe]) as a function of metallicity. Symbols are the
same as in Figure 3.
In contrast to the s-process elements, the Eu abun-
dance is higher in young α-rich stars as well as α-rich
comparison stars than in α-normal stars, i.e., similar fea-
ture as α-elements. This result is naturally understood
from short timescale of r-process enrichments, which has
been observationally shown.
To see the relative contribution of s- and r-processes,
we also investigate [s/r] as a function of [α/Fe] (Fig-
ure 6). Here [s/Fe] is the average of [X/Fe] for Y II,
Ba II, La II, and Ce II, and [s/r] = [s/Fe] − [Eu/Fe].
Nucleosynthesis events with short time-scales such as r-
process production events or type II supernovae mean
that the starting point of chemical evolution are high
[α/Fe] and low [s/r] ratios. The later contribution from
low- to intermediate-mass stars produce more Fe and s-
process elements than the earlier events and move stars
towards the upper left in Figure 6. On the other hand,
mass transfer from AGB companions in binary systems
should lead to high [s/r] ratio with no change of [α/Fe].
Such objects are not found in Figure 6.
Young α-rich stars and nearby bright giants mostly
follow the same trend in Figure 6. Importantly, none of
the young α-rich stars are s-process enhanced. One of
the key results of this work is that young α-rich stars are
not chemically peculiar in neutron-capture elements.
4.4. Other elements (Li, and Na through Cu)
Abundances of other elements from Na to Cu are
shown in Figure 7 and 8. Some of those elements have
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Figure 5. Abundances of neutron-capture elements. Symbols are the same as in Figure 3.
also been measured in APOGEE and presented in Chi-
appini et al. (2015).
The overall distribution of the abundances of young
α-rich stars is similar to the α-rich comparison sample.
This is expected from the similarities in α-elements and
neutron-capture elements.
There are some young α-rich stars that seem to show
mild enhancement in Na or Cu. Since the two absorption
lines used for the analysis of Na at 6154 A˚ and 6161 A˚ are
free from blending of other features, the measurements
of equivalent widths are quite robust. By contrast, the
only absorption line of Cu in the analysis is located at
5782 A˚, a relatively crowded region in which the contin-
uum placement is difficult.
The Na abundances of the two stars with high [Na/Fe]
in this study (KIC 4143460 and KIC 9269081) are also
high in Hawkins et al. (2016). The Na enhancements
might be related to their high-mass (e.g., Luck 1994),
especially for the case of KIC 9269081.
KIC 9821622 was reported to be Li-rich in Jofre´ et al.
(2015), which is later confirmed by Yong et al. (2016).
The fraction of Li-rich objects among red giants is esti-
mated to be ∼ 1 %, and abundances of other elements
have been shown to be indistinguishable from normal gi-
ants (Takeda & Tajitsu 2017). One of the scenarios pro-
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Figure 6. The [s/r] ratio as a function of [α/Fe]. Symbols
are the same as in Figure 3.
posed to explain the Li-excess is engulfment of a brown
dwarf or planet, that could accompany mass increase.
If young α-rich stars have obtained mass through such
engulfment, we would expect high fraction of Li-rich ob-
jects.
Among 14 objects, only KIC 9821622 shows clear Li-
enhancement, which can be seen at ∼ 6708 A˚. The line
is not detectable for the others. We estimate the fraction
of Li-rich stars among young α-rich stars as 0.07+0.13−0.02%
(1σ) and 0.07+0.29−0.06 (2σ) from binominal distribution.
Due to the limited size of the sample, we cannot con-
clude if the fraction of Li-enhanced objects is high.
4.5. Radial velocities and line widths
Radial velocity variation is a sign of the existence of
a companion. If mass transfer has played an important
role in the formation of young α-rich stars, a significant
fraction of them should exhibit radial velocity variations
(Izzard et al. 2018; Jofre´ et al. 2016).
Radial velocity monitoring of 13 young α-rich stars
has been carried out by Jofre´ et al. (2016). They report
that six stars have high probability (P > 0.68) of ra-
dial velocity variation. They found that the fraction of
stars with radial velocity variation is higher for young
α-rich stars than for their comparison stars, though this
difference is not significant at 2σ level.
We found that seven out of the 14 young α-rich stars
in our study have radial velocity variation larger than
1 km s−1. By contrast, only two out of the 16 comparison
stars show the variation. This difference is significant at
the 2σ level according to Fisher’s exact test (p = 0.046).
The 1 km s−1 criterion is rather conservative (see also
Section 2). We also carry out the same test adopting a
less conservative 0.7 km s−1 as the criterion and obtain
p = 0.057. We conclude that the choice of the criterion
does not affect our conclusion.
All of our eleven young α-rich stars in the Kepler
field have been studied by Jofre´ et al. (2016). While
KIC 9821622 and KIC 11394905 are not regarded as
members of binary systems in this study, they have high
probability of radial velocity variation in Jofre´ et al.
(2016). On the other hand, KIC 3833399 shows radial
velocity change from APOGEE to our observation, but
is not identified as a binary star in Jofre´ et al. (2016).
If we combine our results and Jofre´ et al. (2016), at
least eight out of the 13 young α-rich stars in the Kepler
field show radial velocity variation larger than 1 km s−1.
Thanks to the increase of the baseline of radial velocity
monitoring, we increase the likelihood that young α-rich
stars belong to binary systems, which supports the mass
transfer scenario.
Stellar mergers and mass transfer could cause excess
of rotation velocity as a result of angular momentum
transfer. We investigate the median of FWHM of iron
lines with −5.5 < log(EW/λ) < −5.0 to search for
such signatures. The average of the medians of FWHM
for the comparison sample is 7.9 ± 0.4 km s−1 (stan-
dard deviation), while that for young α-rich stars is
8.0±0.4 km s−1. The largest values are 9.1 km s−1 among
the comparisons and 8.8 km s−1 among the young α-rich
stars. We conclude that there is no signature of broad
absorption features in young α-rich stars.
5. DISCUSSION
Our findings in the Section 4 are summarised as fol-
lows: i) young α-rich stars have similar abundance
trends to old α-rich stars. ii) they exhibit a high bi-
nary frequency. These results point to mass transfer
from a companion as the dominant formation channel
of young α-rich stars (Izzard et al. 2018). In particu-
lar, the lack of s-process enhancement suggests that the
binary companions were not AGB stars.
The lack of s-process enhancement is well explained
by the scenario of mass transfer origin. Since stars that
have accreted significant amount of mass cannot survive
long due to their large masses, binary interaction should
have occurred recently for such stars to be observed at
present. Then, the companion cannot be too massive
since we assume it was co-eval and survived until the
recent interaction.
Chiappini et al. (2015) and Martig et al. (2015) de-
rived . 5 Gyr upper limits on age of young α-rich stars
based on the assumption that they were born with the
mass currently estimated from asteroseismology. This
means that the mass transfer events occurred within the
past 5 Gyr. On the other hand, the typical age of α-rich
thick disk stars is > 8 Gyr. Accordingly, the companion
should have lived for at least 3 Gyr, which corresponds
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Figure 7. Abundances of Na I, Al I, K I, and Sc I. Symbols are the same as in Figure 3.
to the lifetime of ∼ 1.5 M solar metallicity stars. This
estimate is conservative, so we expect that most of the
companions were less massive than 1.5 M. Since stars
withM . 1.3 M do not produce substantial amounts of
s-process elements (Karakas & Lugaro 2016), we cannot
expect many of the companions have produced signifi-
cant amount of s-process elements.
Not all stars show radial velocity variation, which
might indicate that some of the stars formed through
stellar merger. In order to constrain the formation chan-
nel, we need to keep monitoring the radial velocities for
these stars. Additional radial velocity measurements for
the stars with radial velocity variation is also important
to constrain the nature of the companion through its
mass determination.
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APPENDIX
A. STELLAR PARAMETER DETERMINATION
Stellar parameters (Teff , log g, vt) are determined by incorporating a Markov chain Monte Carlo method (MCMC) to
q2. In exchange for computational costs, use of MCMC has advantages that correlations between stellar parameters
can be estimated and that an exact convergence required in the original q2 is not needed in calculations.
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Figure 8. Abundances of V I, Cr I, Mn I, Co I, Ni I, and Cu I. Symbols are the same as in Figure 3.
As described in the main text, the determination of stellar parameters is based on the analysis of iron lines. In
what follows, we use ∆A(Fe)i as the relative iron abundance derived for the line i. Following the traditional de-
termination method, we evaluate three quantities: correlation between ∆A(Fe)i and the reduced equivalent width
REWi = log(EWi/λi) for neutral iron lines (r(EW,A)), correlation between ∆A(Fe)i and χi for neutral iron lines
(r(χ,A)), and the difference of averages of ∆A(Fe) of neutral and singly-ionized lines dA = 〈∆A(Fe)i〉FeI−〈∆A(Fe)i〉FeII4.
We assume that when we use the appropriate set of stellar parameters, each ∆A(Fe)i is distributed randomly around
the true relative abundance. In other words, the basic assumption is that when the uncertainties of measured equiv-
alent widths are infinitesimal and when the proper stellar parameters are used in the analysis of a star, relative iron
abundances derived for individual iron lines ∆A(Fe)i would be the same.
The likelihood can be decomposed as
L(r(EW,A), r(χ,A), dA|Teff , log g, vt) = f(r(EW,A), r(χ,A))× f(dA). (A1)
Note that r(EW,A) and r(χ,A) are not independent because both involve ∆A(Fe)i. Therefore, the distribution of
(r(EW,A), r(χ,A)) should be investigated under the presence of r(EW,χ), and hence,
f(r(EW,A), r(χ,A)) = f(r(EW,A), r(χ,A)|r(EW,χ)) (A2)
=
f(r(EW,χ)|r(EW,A),r(χ,A))f(r(EW,A))f(r(χ,A))
f(r(EW,χ))
, (A3)
where f(r(EW,A)), f(r(χ,A)), and f(r(EW,χ)) are the probability distribution function of Pearson’s correlation coefficient
for an independent set of two variables, and f(r(EW,χ)|r(EW,A), r(χ,A)) is that of partial correlation coefficient. The
f(dA) is calculated using Student’s t-test described in the Section 14.2 of Press et al. (1992).
We use flat priors with boundaries on Teff , log g, vt. The initial guess is adopted from the estimates by q
2, though
the choice of the initial guess does not affect the final results. The EnsembleSampler in emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al.
4 r(X,Y ) denotes the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between variables X and Y .
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Figure 9. Corner plots to show the result of the MCMC stellar parameter determination. Black dashed lines in the histograms
show 16th, 50th, and 84th percentile values. Orange plus signs in corner plots and solid lines in histograms show the parameters
and 1σ uncertainties given by the original q2.
2013) was used to sample the posterior probability distributions. The median of each parameter is adopted in the
abundance analysis, and the half of the difference between 16th and 84th percentile values is adopted as the uncertainty.
Correlation coefficients between parameters are estimated and used in the error estimation of the abundances.
In Figure 9, we show an example of scatter plots for 2M0040+5927 with the result from q2. It is clear that the two
methods are basically consistent. The effectiveness of the MCMC method is that we can estimate the correlations
between parameters. In principle, we can adopt a prior from asteroseismology or parallax measurements, which serves
to resolve degeneracies.
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